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INTRODUCTION
Coral reef crags and sandy channels gradually slope away from shal
lows to drop-off. Over the edge, the reef plummets giddily down a cliff wall
that drops away beyond sight. A diver's dreamscape, this deep reef wall
creates a massive fortification against the invading sea, complete with
crenellated bastions and narrow gorges. Riotous, luxuriant growth fes
toons every cave and rampart. The sheer precipice towers darkly, soaring
like a mountain palisade to unsealed heights. Below, sponge-decked pin
nacles and sandy parapets disappear into the silent blue. Beyond lies terra
incognita, the blank space on the diver's map, closed to SCUBA explorers
by the limits of fragile human physiology. Is this the earth's edge that
Columbus never found, a sheer drop to the ocean floor two miles below?
What creatures make their home just beyond that next ledge?
Though not nearly as remote as the endless abyssal plains of the
great depths, the cliffs and slopes below the reef are far less known. Their
rugged topography defies the traditional dredges and trawls that oceanographers have used for over a century to sample the flatter regions of the
deep-sea floor. Since the 1960s, however, small submersibles carrying two
to four people have allowed far deeper exploration than permitted by
SCUBA, opening many previously inaccessible regions and improving our
understanding of deep-sea chemistry, geology, and biology. Scientists
aboard DSRV (Deep Submergence Research Vehicle) Alvin, for example,
found the first known deep-sea hot vents, cracks in the earth's crust miles
below the sea surface that spew heated, sulfurous, mineral-rich water and
sometimes form enormous chimneys of ore. Gathered around these vents
are such bizarre creatures as red-plumed tubeworms up to five feet long.
Of course, not all submersibles dive as deeply, but discoveries are
also made in shallower water. When the two-man nekton Gamma explored
Jamaica's deep reef wall and island slope in 1972, researchers observed
living sea lilies in their natural habitat for the first time. These relatives of
sea stars have remained essentially unchanged since the age of dino
saurs. The opportunity to view them alive is like a window into the past,
enabling us to better understand the lives of animals now chiefly known as
fossils. Since the establishment of Research Submersibles, Ltd. in 1983,
nonscientists too have the opportunity to discover some of the marvels
beyond the reef.
This book offers an introduction to the deep reef and beyond to a
depth of 1000 feet (about 300 meters). Though aimed primarily at the
deep reef and island slope of Grand Cayman Island, most of the marine life
described on the following pages occur throughout the West Indies.
Research Submersibles, Ltd.'s PC-8B above the Cayman wall with deep-reef sea fans
(Icittgorgia schrammi), reticulated basket sponge (Verongula gtgantea, yellow at center),
green barrel sponge (unidentified, foreground), red branching sponge (Amphimedon
compressa), and cavernous star coral (Montastraea cavernosa).
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SEA LEVEL

SHALLOW TERRACE REEE Cavernous and mountainous
star corals, brain and lettuce corals produce buttresses
that extend down onto the deep terrace.
SHALLOW TERRACE. A sloping, relatively barren rock
plain cut by steep-sided grooves. Conspicuous
organisms include gorgonians, small corals, and algae.

ERiriQiriQ REEF. Dominated by elkhorn coral and flat fire
coralwith large heads of brain and mountainous star coral.

THE DEEP REEF
AND ISLAND SLOPE
The deep reef wall, known technically as the deep fore-reef escarp
ment, usually begins in 180-260 feet of water. In a few places around the
West Indies it drops away from as little as 65 feet. The reef above the wall
may slope steeply downward to the edge, or the drop-off may be abrupt
and clifflike. Coral spurs and sandy grooves of the reef above often con
tinue down the cliff face, throwing it into irregular folds - massive riblike
promontories alternating with vertical gullies that channel sediment into
deeper water. The surface is rugged, with crevices and pockmarks that
range from tiny bore holes to yawning caverns. Long, horizontal caves may
have been cut by waves during the last Ice Age when sea level was much
lower and shallow reefs were dry land. Sand and mud produced in shallow
water and transported over the reef edge by tides, currents, and gravity col
lect on all exposed horizontal surfaces, dusting the narrow pinnacles and
blanketing ledges and shelves.
Marine life on the wall's upper reaches is basically the same as on the
fore-reef slope just above: organisms visible from the submersible form a
crowded community of algae, sponges, stony corals, flexible corals, and
fishes. Enormous barrel sponges are often the most conspicuous species
on thesteep, rugged slopejust above the wall. Many species characteristic
of the shallower parts of the reef, such as elkhorn coral and most brain cor
als, do not grow at these depths. Others, such as sheet corals and some
black corals, appear in numbers for the first time. Most reef-building corals
here and on the wall itself develop as thin sheets, encrusting or growing
out as curling parchments and overlapping shingles. Further down, they
become rarer, usually disappearing by about 240 feet.
As these corals disappear, the wall becomes dominated by sponges
of every size, color, texture, and shape. Great branching rope sponges cas
cade down the cliff face; vast fans, graceful tubes, and squat barrels all
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DEEP TERRACE. Chiefly a sediment plain with cobbles
and coarse sand at the upper end grading into fine mud
lower down. Algae and burrowing organisms are most
abundant. Coral spurs at the seaward edge are built
mostly of lettuce and staghom corals, with a host of
other corals, sponges, gorgonians, and algae.

DEPTH IN FEET

FORE-REEF SLOPE. Deep-terrace coral spurs end in a
ridge that parallels the shelf edge. This ridge, cut by
narrow sandy grooves, develops huge buttresses that
may coalesce, forming remarkable tunnels and caverns.
Below, the rugged bottom slopes down to the drop-off
edge. Sponges, including giant barrels, gorgonians, and
algae are abundant, and corals are chiefly shinglelike.

DEEP-FORE REEF. A chiefly vertical wall, or escarpment,
with caves, ledges, promontories, and vertical gullies.
Reef-building corals disappear by about 240 feet.
Sponges dominate, with numerous sclerosponges in
300-350 feet. Black corals are widespread.

THE KNEE. One of several promontories that bulge out
from the upper island slope. Gorgonians, branching stony
coral, and black coral whips are especially abundant
along the crest.

UPPER ISLAND SLOPE. The wall inclines away from verti
cal allowing greater sediment accumulation. Attached life
is much sparser except under overhangs. Sponges,
orange sea fans, and black corals are most conspicuous.
Temperature often drops abruptly here

KIRK PRIDE. A 170-foot long freighter sunk during a storm
in 1976 and rediscovered by Research Submersibles, Ltd.
in 1985.

HAYSTACKS. Enormous blocks and outcrops. Scattered
attached life includes sea lilies, featherstars, black
corals, fan corals, brittlestars,glass sponges, and
solitary cup corals.
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LOWER ISLAND SLOPE. The slope continues to decrease,
allowing a thicker sediment blanket to settle.
Sand-dwelling organisms such as sea pens appear.
Trails, burrow cones, and pits become common.
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compete for space; red, orange, yellow, and blue encrusting sponges
splash vertical and overhanging surfaces like paint on an abstract canvas.
With reef-buildingcorals now absent, most wall construction is carried out
by sclerosponges. Unlike other reef sponges, sclerosponges have a dense,
coral-like, limestone skeleton. The commonest species resembles lumpy
clusters of oranges and occurs most abundantly on the deep reef wall
between 300 and 350 feet. Black coral whips and fans are also common
here.
Like the shallow reef above it, the deep fore-reef wall is home to a wide
variety of smal ler sea life. Lacy hydroids, encrusting algae, bryozoans, and
sea squirts crowd among their larger neighbors, covering the undersides
of coral shingles, and spreading out whenever additional real estate
becomes available. Worms, echinoderms, and crustaceans shelter in
every crevice. With space at a premium, many fill special housing needs
inside large sponges.
Between about 375 and 475 feet, the wall begins to slant away from
the vertical and becomes the island slope. In some areas, the wall's base
is clear cut; in others, the wall inclines gradually with no obvious break.
Wherever the bottom tilts away from the vertical, however, sediment accu
mulates. Many attached reef creatures easily smother under these condi
tions, and the island slope thus appears barren in comparison with the
wall.
A transparent shimmeringin the water, indicating a rapid drop in tem
perature, also usually occurs along the upper island slope. The cooler
water, together with the veneer of sediment,probably prevents many crea
tures from growing here. This environment is nevertheless far from empty.
Crevices and overhangs offer shelter for encrusting sponges, featherstars,
and solitary cup corals. Orange sea fans and some black corals tolerate
the sediment and grow up from sand-covered rocks.
The steep, upper island slope often looks like a lava field dusted with
snow. Crescent-shaped scoop-marks that crowd the rock surface may
have been carved out by the rock-boring activity of certain sponges. The
great, riblike ridges of the wall may still be visible on the slope along with
shallow sediment chutes. Huge buttresses protrude here and there like
gigantic knees or noses, decorated with black corals, sea fans, and
branched stony corals. As depth increases, the slope becomes flatter and
a blanket of sediment smooths out much of the rugged topography. At the
submersible's thousand-foot maximum depth, the island slope is only
about 40°.
In 650 to 700 feet, the first "haystacks'' appear. These are enormous
blocks ranging from great steplike outcrops to huge, free-standing boul
ders over a hundred feet tall. Though surrounded by smaller rocks and
coral debris fallen from above, it is not clear which, if any, of the haystacks
originated by breaking away from the reef slope or wall. Haystacks occur
singly or in groups at least to 1000 feet, often damming up high dunes of
sediment. Below 900 or so feet, they become riddled with holes, almost
like Swiss cheese. At this depth, the glare of the midday sun is reduced to
a blue twilight, like the dim glow of a quarter moon on snow.
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Close-up of the vertical deep fore-reef escarpment in 240 feet (73 meters) showing a
crowded community of encrusting demosponges, sclerosponges, and algae.

Close-up of the vertical face of a haystack protected from sedimentation in about 700 feet
(213 meters) showing encrusting sponges and numerous ball- and cup-shaped lithistid
sponges (probably Discodermia and Coralllstes species).
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Marine life is scattered here.and few wall-dwelling species reach the
haystacks. Overhangs protected from sediment fall are no longer crowded
with visible life. The fauna on haystack crests and flanks includes black
corals, branching and solitary stony corals, featherstars, sponges, and the
first of the truly exotic, deep-water creatures: the sea lilies. Looking like
alien sunflowers orfeathery radardishes, sea lilies usually cling at or near
the crests of the taller blocks.
With the exception of algae that convert sunlight to food and energy
via photosynthesis, virtually all attached forms of life on the wall and
island slope feed by capturing the tiny, floating organisms of the plankton.
Such creatures are called suspension-feeders. Some, like sponges and
sea squirts, generate a current that brings food to them. Others, including
corals and sea lilies, merely extend their snares into the passing current.
The plankton is a drifting smorgasbord, a living buffet that files past sta
tionary diners who select meals according to taste and size of passing par
ticles. Sponges prefer bacteria-sized and smaller bits. Sea lilies and
featherstars can manage particles up to a fiftieth of an inch across. Corals
with large polyps can grab larger plankton and even small fish. Reliance
on such food suggests why the densest and most spectacular clusters of
attached life appear on projections that stick out into the current: here,
residents are assured an unending food supply.
The following pages introduce each of the major groups of marine
creatures visible on the deep reef wall and island slope with brief accounts
and illustrations of some of the commoner species found down to 1000
feet.

SPONGES
Of all the easily observed creatures on the deep reef wall, sponges are
the most abundant and diverse. They appear in more sizes, shapes, and
colors than any other attached forms of life. Despite their variety, sponges
are the simplest of many-celled animals. Composed of only a few kinds of
cells, they lack both distinct tissues such as muscle,and organs such as
gills or kidneys. In fact, sponge cells are so primitive and independent that
most are interchangeable: a feeding cell can transform into a skeletonbuilding cell as the need arises.
Sponges nevertheless do have a higher organization, a system of
chambers and canals that allows them to filter enormous quantities of
water. A cigar-sized sponge contains over two million microscopic cham
bers lined with tiny cells, each provided with a whiplike thread. By lashing
the water, these threads produce a current through the canal system. The
cells also bear a collarlike ring of fine fibers with which they capture food
particles so small that most cannot even be seen with a standard micro
scope. Water enters the sponge through tiny skin pores, passes through
the canal and chamber system, and exits through large exhaust ports
called oscules. On some Caribbean reefs, the sponges pump through
their bodies daily an amount of water equivalent to the entire volume over
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Sponge structure: A) simplified diagram of water flow through the canal and chamber
system of a demosponge, B) cross-section of a single chamber with thread-bearing
collar cells, and C) a variety of microscopic glassy spicules.

the reef. A single large sponge can replace its own water volume in ten sec
onds and the output current may be felt more than a foot beyond its oscule.
Because of its simple architecture, a sponge may vary in shape, color,
or size,depending upon local current flow, substrate configuration, and
other factors. Although many species have typical, easily recognized
growth forms, others must be examined microscopically for accurate
identification.
The deep reef and island slope exhibit in abundance three of the four
major groups, or classes, of sponges. The class Demospongiae includes
95% of all sponge species and accounts for most shallow and deep reef
sponges: barrels, ropes, bushes, vases, tubes, lumps, thin sheets, and
borers. Demosponges have a supporting skeleton composed of micro
scopic, glassy spicules, a network of spongy fibers, or a combination of
both. Consistency ranges from soft and compressible through leathery to
stiff and woody. One group of demosponges, called lithistids, appear as
small white balls and cups on deep vertical and overhanging surfaces and
are hard as rock. Members of the second class, the Sclerospongiae, also
have fibers and spicules but, in addition, produce a hard, limestone skele
ton similar to that of stony corals. Though found in dark caves and tunnels
in shallow reefs, they appear in large numbers in the open on the deep reef
wall where they take over the role of primary framework-builders from the
stony corals. Sclerosponges were known only as fossils until about twenty
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3 Gingko-leaf sponge

1 Orange rope sponge

2

White rope sponge

1 Orange rope sponge (Agelas
sceptrum) hangs from the wall
in branching cascades up to
25 feet long.
2 White rope sponge (Aplyslna?
species) occurs only in a narrow
depth range near the base of the
wall where it forms loose clumps
of slender branches up to several
feet long.

4 Speckled tube spo

3 Gingko-leaf sponge (Phakellla
folium). A small, bright yellow,
fan- or crescent-shaped sponge
that attaches to the wall by a
slender stalk. To 10 inches
across.
4 Speckled tube sponge
(Oceanapia species), covered
with slender dark projections,
often grows downward from
overhangs on the fore-reef slope
and upper wall. To 2 feet long.
5 Orange fan sponge
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8 Giant tube sponge
5 Orange fan sponge (Agelas clathrodes)
develops thick, sheetlike encrustations on
shallow reefs but grows out as hanging fans
on the upper wall. To several feet across.
6 Glass trumpet sponge (Euryete? species)
is an extremely delicate, pale gray species
that attaches to the sides of haystacks and
steep outcrops on the lower island slope.
To 2 feet across.
7 Goreau's sclerosponge (Ceratoporella
nicholsoni), like clusters of lumpy, orange
fruits, is most abundant under ledges and
overhangs protected from sediment fall on
the wall between 300 and 350 feet. Clusters
may reach 3 feet across.
8 Giant tube sponge (Aplyslna archeri) grows
singly or as small groups of thin-walled, slender
tubes up to 12 feet long on the wall. It tends to
lose pigment with increasing depth so that
deep-wall specimens may be entirely white.
9 Giant barrel sponge (Xestospongla muta),
like an enormous cask covered with narrow,
conical projections or deep vertical ridges,
is often the most conspicuous attached
organism on the fore-reef slope. It becomes
smaller, paler, and smoother with depth,
appearing low, moundlike, and white
with light brown or purplish pigment
around the oscule on the deeper
reaches of the wall. To 8 feet.
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Giant barrel sponges

Goreau's sclerosponge

years ago, when marine biologists pioneering the use of SCUBA for coral
reef studies discovered them off Jamaica. Below the wall, on the island
slope, members of the third class, the Hexactinellida, appear. Known as
glass sponges, these are ch iefly deep-water species with a latticework skel
eton of six-rayed glassy spicules (demosponge spicules have one or four
rays) and no spongy fibers. Many are pale gray or white, cup-, vase- or
trumpet-shaped. Details of their construction suggest to some research
ers that they should be classified separately from other sponges. Mem
bers of the fourth class, the calcareous sponges, also occur on reefs,but
they are small and inconspicuous. They differ from the others in having
spicules of calcium carbonate.

CORALS
Corals and their allies: anemones, gorgonians, and black corals,
along with their more remote cousins, hydras and jellyfishes, belong to
the same great branch, or phylum, of invertebrate animal life: the Cnidaria
(with a silent "C"). Despite their great variety, all cnidarians, from watery
sea nettles to bushy sea rods and massive star corals, have important fea
tures in common. All bear stinging cells (cnide is Greek for nettle) for
defense and food capture. The Portuguese-man-o'-war, sea wasps, and fire
corals are exceptions to the rule that most cnidarian stinging cells are
harmless to humans.
The basic cnidarian body is a simple bag with a hollow interior that
passes for a gut. The bag's open end serves as both mouth and anus and
is encircled by one or more rings of hollow tentacles equipped with sting
ing cells. This body plan comes in two basic designs: a cylindrical or cupshaped, bottom-dwelling polyp such as an anemone, and a typically
free-swimming, bell- or saucer-shaped medusa or jellyfish. Many
cnidarians alternate between these two forms during their life cycle. Moon
jellies, for example, produce tiny swimming larvae that settle to the sea
floor and develop into little polyps, each like a nested stack of saucers on
a short stalk. As the polyp grows, the uppermost saucer pinches off as a
new medusa. Most corals and coral-like organisms completely lack a
swimming medusa stage, however. They grow either as single polyps or as
colonies of a few to many thousands of polyps that share a simple nervous
system and, in some cases, a common digestive tract. Colonies develop
when the parent polyp divides and redivides asexually, like an amoeba,
except that the offspring remain attached to each other.
Most important of all reef-dwelling cnidarians are the hard, or stony,
corals. They are the primary framework builders, the actual architects and
masons of the reef mass itself. Stony corals differ from sea anemones pri
marily in that each polyp secretes a calcium carbonate (limestone) cup
like skeleton for itself. Each cup is provided with thin radiating walls, or
septa, like the spokes of a wheel so that many colonies appear to be cov
ered with stars. Polyps are connected to their neighbors by a thin sheet of
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tissue that overlies the limestone skeleton. As the colony grows, the
polyps refloor their cups at intervals, walling off the skeleton below. The
living part of a coral is thus only a thin skin that covers a massive
mineral skeleton.
Stony coral polyps range in size from tiny pinheads to foot-wide
dishes. They build a wide variety of colonies including boulders, bou
quets, and rigid, branch ing trees. On the deep reef, however, most develop
as flat sheets, dishes, and shingles. The reason is a microscopic, plantlike
alga known as zooxanthellae that occurs by the tens of thousands inside
coral tissues. These algae have a mutually beneficial, symbiotic relation
ship with their host coral. The coral provides shelter and a stable environ
ment for algal growth; the algae, in turn, contribute to their host's nutrition
some of the energy they capture from sunlight via photosynthesis. On the
deep reef, the flattened growth forms of stony corals allow their resident
algae greatest access to whatever sunlight reaches them. Beyond about
240 feet, sunlight becomes too weak to support reef-building corals.
Some stony corals do occur in deeper water. Solitary cup corals and
branching corals that grow on the deeper reaches of the wall and on the
island slope lackzooxanthellaeand thus do not require sunlight. Zooxan
thellae also contribute to coral growth by increasing the rate at which the
limestone skeleton is deposited, so deep water corals without the algae
grow much more slowly. Some deep-water corals do develop reeflike
masses, but most grow as isolated polyps and colonies. In shallow water,
stony corals that lack symbiotic algae are small, obscure, and do not con
tribute to reef development.

FLEXIBLE AND
SOFT CORALS
Flexible corals, also called gorgonians, alcyonarians, and horny cor
als, include the gently swaying sea fans, plumes, and bushy sea rods that
give shallow coral reefs much of their strange gardenlike quality. Unlike
stony corals and anemones which bearunbranched tentacles in multiples
of six, flexible coral polyps always have eight tentacles, each with short
side branches that give them a feathery appearance.
Flexible corals differ from stony corals in other ways as well. In most
local species, the skeleton consists of a hornlike, flexible protein core, or
axis, similar to fingernail and surrounded by fine limestone particles
called sclerites. As the colony grows, the protein core thickens and length
ens, laying down growth rings like a tree. Although local water currents can
modify both form and orientation of a colony, many species have charac
teristic and easily recognizable growth patterns. Others require micro
scopic examination of their delicately sculpted sclerites for accurate
identification.
Shallow, reef-dwelling flexible corals, like stony corals, contain sym
biotic algae that require sunlight. These species, which include fans,
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1 Sheet coral
1 Sheet corals (Agaricia
lamarckl and A. grahamae) form
delicate shingles on the fore-reef
slope and upper wall. White
edges represent new growth
lacking brown symbiotic algae.
Polyps are arranged in concentric
rows separated by low ridges. To
several feet across.
2 Bushy branching coral (Madracfs
myrlaster) and the following stony
corals grow chiefly on the island slope
and lack zooxanthellae. This
abundant species forms dense,
f
white colonies to 6 feet across,
but usually less.
3 Riise's cup coral (Thalamophyllla
riisei). Small, white, conical polyps
that often hang in abundance from
the protected sides of deepwall and island-slope
k
overhangs. To 3/4 inch.
Jjm

4 Cockscomb cup coral
(Desmophyllumcristagalli) is
thumb-sized solitary coral
found on outcrops, loose
rubble and haystacks.
To 3 inches.
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Pourtales' fan coral

(Madrepora Carolina) builds deli

cate, upright colonies oriented
broadside to current flow on the
sides of haystacks below 700 feet.
To 3 feet tall.
5

Pourtales' fan coral

6 Deep-reef sea fan (Iciligorgia
SchrammI) is most abundant on drop
off edges in 90 to 200 feet. Colonies
appear dark under natural light.
To about 3 feet.
7 Orange sea fan (Mcella
guadalupensis) is abundant
between about 400 and 500
feet. Colonies may be partly
white. To 3 feet across.
8 White sea fan (MceUa
species)is similar but found
in deeper water on the
island slope.

9 Dandelion (nidalia
occidentalis) has tall, pale
polyps radiating from a knoblike
colony on a slender stalk and is
found on the lower island slope.
To 4 inches.
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Deep-reef sea fan

plumes, bushes, candelabra, and even encrusting forms, penetrate only
to the upper reaches of the deep reef wall. Deeper on the wall and upper
island slope, species lacking zooxanthellae become abundant, chiefly
fans and whips in white, yellow, orange, and red. Like the fan-shaped stony
corals found deeper on the island slope, flexible coral fans from all depths
orient broadside to prevailing water movement. Because currents gener
ally move along the wall, resident fan-shaped colonies tend to orient up
and down the slope rather than across it. Unlike shallow-water flexible cor
als that must bend with powerful wave and tidal surges, deeper water fans
are often more rigid; water currents that sustain them are weaker and usu
ally flow from one direction for much longer periods before reversing.
Flexible corals are less common among the haystacks. Here, several
varieties of their close relatives, the soft corals, appear, though they are
not common either. Soft corals also bear polyps with eight feathery tenta
cles but they lack a stiff supportive axis. Instead, Fine limestone sclerites
are scattered throughout their tissues. For reasons that remain unclear,
soft corals are abundant and diverse on shallow reefs in the Indian and
Pacific oceans, yet occur in the West Indies primarily in deeper water.
Though the group displays many different colony shapes including mats,
mushrooms, and trees that range from flaccid to leathery, the commoner

Coral structure: A) stony coral polyp extended from its limestone skeletal cup; thin parti
tions arranged around the cup like spokes are called septa, B) flexible coral polyp with its
branch cut away to show digestive canals (black) and central axis, and C) microscopic
sclerites of a flexible coral.
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species found on West Indian island slopes grow chiefly as short, fleshy
branches or stalked knobs.
Another group closely allied to flexible corals are the sea pens. Unlike
their relatives, sea pens occur on muddy and sandy bottoms. Their eighttentacled polyps branch out from the sides of a straight central stalk that
ends in a thick, muscular bulb. Although they still collect planktonic food
like other corals, they can burrow rapidly out of sight when danger threat
ens. One species, not yet identified, appears as a short, slender stalk on
smooth mud bottoms of the lower island slope.

BLACK CORALS
Despite their commercial value, black corals are among the least
studied of West Indian reef creatures. Their technical name, antipatharian,
meaning ' against suffering" in Greek, derives from medicinal properties
attributed to those varieties known to the ancients. Like flexible gorgonian
corals, black corals produce a hornlike protein core, or axis, and upright,
usually branched colonies that include fans, plumes, and trees. A few spe
cies develop as whips and bottlebrushes. The deep ebony color of the axis
gives this group its common name.
Black corals differ from gorgonians in many ways, however, and are
more closely related to burrowing sea anemones than to any other
cnidarians. Their polyps, sometimes stretched along the narrow
branches, bear six simple tentacles and cannot be withdrawn into cups or
pores as can gorgonian polyps. Black corals completely lack limestone
hard parts and their black protein axis is covered with tiny thorns. Because
the tissue surrounding the axis is so thin and delicate, the outer branches
of black coral colonies are much finer and lacier than the fleshy branches
of most flexible corals, nevertheless, enough flesh surrounds the black
axis so that black corals appear brown, white, gray, greenish, or reddish,
as well as black, when alive.
As with other reef-dwelling colony builders, a single species may
develop different forms under different conditions. Because black corals
have particularly few characteristics that vary consistently from species to
species, they are especially difficult to identify. In fact, several wall and
island-slope black corals remain undescribed by scientists.
The flexible protein axis is similar to that of gorgonians but darker,
denser, and, when properly cut, sanded, and polished, takes on the high
luster of shiny black plastic. However, as Dr. Patrick Colin has written:
"Aside from the artful way the material can be worked ... the lure of black
coral as a substance for jewelry comes more from the aura of deep-diving
bravado associated with it, rather than from some innate, unique property
of the material itself. The significance of going to depths of 60 m or more,
as a feat of diving, to wrench an antipatharian tree, which may be over a
hundred years old, from its home only to discard 90% of the material as
useless, is somewhat muted by the fact that black corals capable of being
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1 Bottlebrush coral
1 Bottlebrush coral
(Parantipathes tetrasticha)
bears one major upright axis
with numerous side branches.
Antipathes tanacetum is
similar but its short side
branches themselves have
short sides branches like
those of the following species.
To 1 foot.
2

Bushy black coral
(Antipathes hirta) is one of
several species with a similar
growth form. To 2 feet.

3 Sea whip (Stichopathes
luetkeni) forms unbranched
colonies that may exceed
15 feet long. Slender polyp
tentacles give colonies a hairy
appearance. A similar unidentified
species on the island slope grows
as clusters of whips that seem to
arise from a common base.
4 Plume black coral (Antipathes
pennacea) with its featherlike
branches is among the most easily
recognized species on the fore-reef
slope and wall. May exceed 5 feet across.

4

Plume black coral

6

Fan black coral

5 Sea tree (Antipathes salix) sometimes forms
enormous, delicately branched colonies on the
deep reef wall. May exceed 6 feet.
5 Sea tree

6 Fan black coral (Antipathes atlantica) is one
of several fan-shaped species with inter
connecting branches. To at least 2 feet.

Close-up of a section of black coral sea whip (Stichopathes luetkeni) showing slitlike
polyp mouths on low knobs. Fine white dots on the tentacles are batteries of stinging
cells. (Photo by C. G. Messing)

worked into jewelry can be found in depths as shallow as 7 m in certain
locations ..." Though black corals do infrequently occur on shallow reefs,
especially in caves and under ledges, they are more common below about
90 feet, and appear in abundance on the deeper reaches of the wall and
upper island slope, especially on prominent buttresses. Overcollecting
has reduced their numbers at depths accessible to SCUBA divers and
many governments now restrict their collection, export, and import.

ECHINODERMS
Of all familiar marine animals, none are fundamentally stranger than sea
stars. While gorgonian corals and anemones at least resemble shrubs and
flowers, headless sea stars, with their myriad little suckers that seem to
creep in all directions at once, resemble no other living thing. Stranger
still, sea stars are closely related to other bizarre sea creatures: coinshaped sand dollars, sea cucumbers, bushy featherstars, pincushion sea
urchins, and snake-armed brittlestars. Their group name, echinoderm,
which means "spiny-skinned," does not apply to all species, but this pot
pourri of alien little beasts has several features common to all members.
All echinoderms have a five-sided symmetry, most obvious in the five arms
of many sea stars and brittlestars, but also apparent in the five-petal
design on a sand dollar's back, the five longitudinal divisions ofan urchin's
shell, or the five rows of suckers and warts along some sea cucumbers.
Less obviously, but of equal importance, all echinoderms possess a
unique internal system of water-filled vessels, with side branches ending
in tiny, fingerlike appendages called tube feet that may bear suckered tips.
Called the water vascular system, this hydraulic network takes care of food
capture, respiration, excretion, and in many cases, locomotion. In addi
tion, echinoderms have a calcium carbonate skeleton: interlocking plates
in urchins and sand dollars, articulated ossicles and segments in sea
stars, brittlestars, sea lilies, and featherstars, and microscopic sclerites in
sea cucumbers.
Echinoderms are deceptively simple creatures. Though they have an
ancient pedigree, and adults have an ostensibly simple structure, the
development of embryo echinoderms betrays a closer alliance with verte
brates than with other invertebrate groups such as cnidarians or mollusks. Echinoderm skeletons have left an enormous fossil record
stretching back more than 550 million years. Some modern forms have
remained essentially unchanged for almost half that time.
Over six thousand echinoderm species occur in a wide variety of
marine habitats, from between the tides to the bottoms of deep ocean
trenches. Five major groups exist: asteroids (sea stars), ophiuroids
(brittlestars and basketstars), echinoids (urchins, sea biscuits, sand dol
lars), holothuroids (sea cucumbers), and crinoids (sea lilies and
featherstars).
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Great West Indian sea lily (Cenocrinus asterius) clings to prominent outcrops and hay
stacks in 600 to 900 feet. Up to sixty arms flex back into the current. When no current
flows, the crown orients upright like an umbrella. To 2 feet tall.

1 Spaghetti snakestar (Asteroschema
tenue) appears as a tangled mass of string
along gorgonian sea whips below about
700 feet. Arm length may exceed a foot.
Ringed snakestar (Asteroporpa
annulata) clings to sea fans, sea whips

2

and stalks of sea lilies on the island
slope, it may extend one or two
arms to capture planktonic food.
Arms reach about 10 inches long.
3

Banded snakestar

(Asteroschema ollgactes ) is one

of several species found coiled
among branches of orange sea fans on
the upper island slope. To about 6 inches across
the arms.
4 Mortensen's pencil urchin (Catocidaris micans),
found on island-slope outcrops and haystacks,
has blunt-tipped spines that may reach a foot
in length.
5 Spiny featherstar (Stylometra spinlfera) flexes
its arms back into the current like a sea lily and
clings to branching corals and flexible corals
on the lower island slope. To10 inches
across the arms.
6

Candy cane featherstar

(Analcidometra armata), with ten arms
banded with red and white or pale blue,
clings to whips and other flexible
corals on the reef and upper wall.
To 5 inches across.

7 Lovely slender featherstar (Comissia
uenustus) is probably the most abundant

unstalked crinoid on the upper island slope.
Variously clad in yellow, pink or purple, it is usually
concealed in a crevice or under a ledge with arms
extended in a fan. To10 inches across.

4

Mortensen's pencil urchin

8 Giant yellow featherstar (Conxactlnia
meridionalls hartlaubi) also conceals its
body, often among branching corals,
on the island slope, and extends
/
several of its ten arms into the
current. To 20 inches across.
AM
9 Sculpted featherstar
L\ j&r
{Crinometra breuipinna) first
A1 Rb
appears among the haystacks
* **
where it arranges its arms in a
shallow dish or bowl. To18 inches across.
Spiny featherstar
6

Candy cane featherstar

8

Lovely slender
featherstar

9

Sculpted

featherstar

Giant yellow featherstar

Although members of all five classes live in the area covered by this
guide, echinoderms found on the deep wall and island slope are quite dif
ferent from those of better Known, shallow-water habitats. On the wall
itself, most dwell hidden among the luxuriant growth of sponges and cor
als. They become prominent only on the island slope. In contrast with
many shallow-water habitats where oyster-prying sea stars, algae-grazing
urchins, and mud-swallowing sea cucumbers are most familiar, the most
conspicuous echinoderms of the island slope are crinoids.
Crinoids are the senior group of living echinoderms, with a family tree
rooted in almost 500 million years of history. Most of the several thousand
fossil forms and a few dozen modern deep-water species have a stalk and
are called sea lilies. The Great West Indian sea lily of Caribbean island
slopes is among the shallowest dwelling of sea lilies,yet is rarely, if ever,
found in less than 580 feet of water. Because the few remaining sea lily spe
cies live in such remote habitats, marine biology books often describe cri
noids as almost extinct relics of an earlier time. Most living crinoids,
however, lack a stalk and attach to the bottom by a ring of hooks. Called
featherstars, they occur in shallow as well as deep water and are in no dan
ger of extinction. Over five hundred species are known.
Unlike most other modem echinoderms, crinoids orient with their
mouths directed away from the substrate to which they attach. The five
basic arms usually branch near their bases, giving rise to ten or more
arms. Most local species bear between ten and forty arms although some
Pacific Ocean, reef-dwelling featherstars may have upwards of one
hundred-fifty. All crinoids feed on tiny planktonic food. Their arms bear
slender side branches called pinnules that give them their feathery
appearance. The pinnules in turn are lined with fine, fingerlike tube feet
that flick passing food particles into a groove, where microscopic hairs
carry them, conveyor belt-style, down the pinnule and arm to the central
mouth. Different crinoids array their arms and pinnules in various fashions
to sieve the water of its load of plankton. Large sea lilies spread their arms
out in a deep bowl rather like a radar dish. The arms flex back into the cur
rent and the mouth points downcurrent. Some featherstars arrange their
arms similarly. Lacking a stalk, however, they perch on convenient rocks,
corals, or sponges to better reach the passing current. Other featherstars
conceal their central bodies in crevices, fanning most of their arms out like
fingers from a palm. Their curled arm tips often look like fiddlehead fern
shoots.
Most of the crinoid body is a skeleton composed of ringlike limestone
segments, arranged in series and articulated with ligaments and muscles.
Featherstars are thus able to crawl around and some can swim with grace
ful undulations of their arms. Even some sea lilies are able to relocate,
though painfully slowly, by releasing their anchoring hooks and crawling.
The crinoid s flesh is largely confined to a central, lens-shaped mass con
taining gut, mouth, and anus. Various nerves and vessels radiate out
through the arms, but crinoids, like most echinoderms, lack both heart
and brain.
Though some shallomvater featherstars have been studied in detail,
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we know little of sea lilies; nothing of their development and only a trifle of
their ecology and habits.
The other class of echinoderms prominent on the island slope, the
ophiuroids, includes brittlestars, snakestars, and basketstars. Unlike true
sea stars (asteroids) in which arms and central disk merge smoothly and
the underside of each arm has a tube-foot-lined groove, ophiuroids have
flexible, easily broken arms distinct from the central disk and composed
of numerous disklike segments.
Many ophiuroids live secretive lives buried in sand or hidden under
rocks, in sponges, or in clumps of algae. Some extend only their arms to
capture food. Others emerge at night to forage. Using arms lined with
suckerless tube feet, they capture a variety of foods: plankton, small
bottom-dwelling animals, carrion, or detritus. Though all these dietary
preferences appear in both deep-and shallow-water species, the most con
spicuous ophiuroids on the island slope feed on plankton. They avoid
competition with their cousins, the crinoids, by subsisting on larger items.
While most bottom-dwelling brittlestars flex their arms chiefly only side to
side, plankton-feeding snakestars have completely prehensile arms with
which they capture food and cling to advantageous perches such as sea
whips, sea fans, and even the stalks of sea lilies. Basketstars are
ophiuroids with many-branched arms that end in curling tips bearing fine
hooks for snaring planktonic prey. One local species is black and clings to
sea whips on the island slope, appearing like a mass of stringy tar
globules.
Members of the remaining echinoderm classes: sea stars, urchins,
and sea cucumbers, are occasionally seen on the island slope but they dif
fer little from their shallower water relatives.

Close-up of a portion of a crinoid s arm showing pinnules, tube feet, and food groove.
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MOLLUSKS
The phylum Mollusca includes a bewildering diversity of creatures
that appear to have no common characteristics: snails with an almost
inexhaustible variety of shells, sedentary mussels and clams, baleful
octopuses, torpedo-quick squids, and planktonic sea butterflies. Mollusks include oysters that grow pearls, murex snails that produce royal
purple dye, and cuttlefish that produce sepia ink. Over a hundred thou
sand species are known and they make their living in virtually every way
possible: as predators and grazers, filterers and parasites, crawlers and
swimmers, floaters, burrowers, and species that attach to one place for
life. Yet despite this overwhelming variety, most mollusks do possess sev
eral features that serve to unite them as a group. A ventral muscular foot
is variously modified as a digging appendage, crawling sole, or grasping
tentacles. A dorsal skin fold, the mantle, encloses the gills and secretes
material to build the shell. Most mollusks also have a radula, a ribbonlike
tongue lined with rows of fine teeth, much like a flexible file.
Very few mollusks are visible from inside the submersible, but those
that are seen are often species highly prized by collectors. Though by
no means common, the most conspicuous mollusk on the deep wall
and island slope is Adanson's pleurotomaria (Entemnotrochus
adansonianus), a large snail with a top-shaped shell displaying a lovely
mottling of orange and yellow. Several pleurotomarias, sometimes called
slit shells from the narrow slit that runs along the shell's rim, occur in the
West Indies. Adanson's dwells in shallower water than any other yet is
rarely found in less than 300 feet. Apart from their beauty and rarity in col
lections, pleurotomarias are interesting because they are among the most
primitive of living mollusks, with family ties dating to the age of dinosaurs.

CRUSTACEANS
Crabs, lobsters, and shrimps are familiar representatives of another
diverse group of marine animals found in abundance throughout the
ocean but infrequently seen fron inside the submersible. On the deep wall
and upper island slope, brilliant red, long-armed spiny lobsters (Justitia
longimana) occasional ly peer with large black eyes out of crevices. Hermit
crabs, their naked tails armored against the world inside discarded snail
shells, dance over the sediment on the island slope, leaving narrow, wind
ing trails to mark their passage. Though quite particular about shell size
and interior space, hermit crabs will just as happily use a shallow-water
shell washed down from above as a local, deep-water variety.
The arrow crab (Stenorhynchus seticornis) looks like a big, needlenosed, daddy longlegs and often perches on the radar-dish crowns of sea
lilies. This crab is one of the very few species of marine life found on both
shallow reefs and island slope. It has even been collected from waters over
half a mile deep. Though a grazer of algae and detritus in shallow water,
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Adanson's pleurotomaria (Entemnotrochus adansortlanus) from the invertebrate
collection of the University of Miami 's Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science The shell may reach 7 inches across. (Photo by C. Q. Messing)
Arrow crab (Stenorhynchus setlcomls).
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the arrow crab also feeds on small floating particles that snag on the fine
bristles that sprout from its long skinny legs and body. In deep water, it
likely perches on sea lilies to better reach the passing current.

FISHES
Those reef dwellers that first strike the observer above all others with
their paintpot colors, uncounted numbers, and teeming activity are the
fishes. Corals, though both namesakes and architects of the reef itself,
fade into their own background landscape by comparison with the vibrant
immediacy of the finned residents. More kinds of fishes are associated
with coral reefs than with any other single marine habitat. Here, denizens
range from solitary, leer-eyed groupers lurking under ledges like back-alley
muggers, to flickering clouds of sil versides; from martinet damselfishes to
harlequin parrotfishes loafing at a polyp buffet.
Fishes decrease in both abundance and variety in deeper water,
responding, along with other forms of marine life, to a general rule of ocean
ecology: fewer kinds of animals live where it is colder and where less food
is available. The average depth of the world 's ocean is over two miles and
its average temperature, including the entire tropics, is only a few degrees
above freezing. Though the submersible's thousand-foot maximum depth
may seem a great distance, it remains only a small step on the way to the
greatest ocean depths. With this in mind, it is easier to understand why
fishes that live on the deep wall and upper island slope remain far more
closely related to shal low-water species than to truly deep-sea fishes. The
bizarre, exotic fishes of the deep generally begin to appear in a quarter to
a half mile of water.
Deep wall and upper island slope fishes are particularly poorly
known. An oceanographer's dredge, if it doesn't snag or tear on the rugged
bottom, may scoop up a sea lily, sponge, or coral, but active fishes easily
avoid capture. In this environment, fish collectors must use traps, long
line, or submersible.
Many shallowwater fishes reach depths far below the limits of reefbuilding corals. Striped grunt, amberjack, longsnout butterflyfish, and
barracuda have a 11 been seen as deep as 600 feet. Others, such as sargassum triggerfish, live near the surface when young and move into deeper
water as they mature. A variety of fishes do occur only on the deep wall or
upper island slope, however. Among these are members of the bigeye,
snapper, basslet, and sea bass families, the latter ranging from three-inch
apricot bass to three-foot misty grouper. Almost all deep wall and upper
island slope fishes are either predators or plankton-feeders. Weak sunlight
eliminates most algae which makes it difficult for herbivores to survive.
On the wall, the blackcap basslet is the most abundant fish, swarm
ing by the thousands among sponges and pinnacles, feeding on plankton
and frequently swimming under ledges upsidedown. On the island slope,
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aggressive blackjacks up to th ree feet long dart out from among outcrops
and boulders to harass the submersible. In contrast, most smaller island
slope fishes are decidedly shy and retiring, often disappearing into crev
ices or darting away when approached. Schools of slender, pale gobies
hover a foot or two above the rubbly bottom and dive headfirst out of sight
when the submersible comes too close. Perhaps most curiously of all, the
deepbody boarfish, shaped like a card-deck diamond with pale vertical
bars, sometimes swims among the stalks of sea lilies. If enough sunlight
exists in this dim twilight to allow predators to hunt by sight (and many res
ident fishes have especially large eyes), then potential prey may still take
refuge in camouflage. Perhaps the boarfish's shape and coloring let it
blend in among the stalks, conferring a measure of protection.
Because West Indian islands are washed chiefly by the open ocean,
residents of the blue void put in occasional visits. Giant ocean sunfish and
pelagic sharks have been seen from the submersible. Little lanternfishes
and bristlemouths with rows of tiny glowing lights along their flanks are
among the most likely of deep-dwelling midwater fishes to appear. Related
to salmon and smelt, these fishes occur in vast, sparse shoals in the open
sea. They spend daylight hours in deeper water, ascending at dusk to feed
through the night in plankton-rich waters near the surface. A dawn descent
completes their daily cycle. For many of these vertical commuters, their
round trip exceeds half a mile, quite a chore for a fish only two to four
inches long. Lanternfishes and bristlemouths rarely come close to land.

Bristlemouth (above) and lanternfish (both about 2" long).
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1 Blackcap basslet (Gramma
melacara). This two- to four-inch
fish is the most abundant
species on the deep reef wall
down to about 250 feet.
2 Blackjack (Caraivclugubris)
is often seen on the rugged island
slope and among haystacks from which
it may dart toward the submersible.
To about 3 feet.

1 Blackcap basslet

3 Crosshatch bass (Serranus luclopcrcanus)
occurs only on the island slope in several
hundred feet of water. The long
snout, dark vertical bars and
horizontal stripes on a pale,
bluish-white background
are distinctive To 7 inches,
4 A pearly-white goby
most often seen
hovering in small
schools on the
upper island slope
dives out of sight
among coral rubble when
approached. It has not yet been
collected or properly photographed
but closely resembles the Hovering
goby (loglossus helenae)
(illustrated) which ranges from
shallow water to several
hundred feet.

3

2

y*

Crosshatch bass

4

5

.

Hovering goby

French butterflyfish (Chaetodon guyanensls) is
another species restricted to the deep reef wall
and rugged bottoms below. To 51/2 inches.
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Blackjack

6 Spanish flag (Gonioplectrus hispanus) is a
member of the grouper family commonly seen
among rubble on the island slope. The red
blotch on the anal fin is distinctive. To 1 foot.

THE SUBMERSIBLES
Submersible vehicles date back several centuries to man's first
attempts to travel underwater without surface support or tether. Through
the years, successful designs have seen application chiefly in military and
commercial spheres. Only in the last few decades have submersibles
been enlisted for research and exploration. In 1983, a new era began when
Research Submersibles, Ltd. was founded and began using submersibles
for education and tourism as well as for research and commercial applica
tions. Research Submersibles, Ltd., based in Georgetown, Grand Cayman
Island, is now the largest private owner/operator of research
submersibles in the world. Its vehicles were originally designed by the
Perry Corporation for the riorth Sea petroleum industry. With that indus
try's broadening reliance on remotely operated service vehicles, many
manned submersibles became surplus. Research Submersibles, Ltd. has
refitted them for science, education, and exploration, and has used them
around the world, in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, Atlantic and Pacific
oceans.
These Perry Class observation submersibles are classified by the
American Bureau of Shipping. Most have maximum operating depths
between 800 and 1200 feet (244 and 366 meters). They are basically cylin
ders about 20 feet long and seven or eight feet across, with a three-foot,
convex viewport of clear acrylic plastic at the front end. Eight smaller win
dows encircle the conning tower and another allows upward viewing
through the hatch. Batteries contained in long cylindrical pods along the
hull's flanks provide up to ten horsepower to the submersibles stern and
directional thrusters, and also power communication, lighting, and venti
lation systems. The internal environment is maintained at one atmo
sphere, the equivalent of normal sea level air pressure. As a result,
passengers require no decompression or diving experience.
A hundred years ago, the only voyage to the deep sea was one of imag
ination, in Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.''
Today, visitors may follow in the wake of Memo's nautilus and explore
ocean depths well below the limits of compressed-air SCUBA in dry com
fort and safety.
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Length 22' (6.71 m)
Breadth 7'10" (2.39 m)
Height 7'11" (2.4 m)
Weight 8 tons
Crew 3
Life support 3 men for 176 hr
Max. depth 1200' (365 m)
Payload 750 lb (340 kg)
Max. speed 3 knots
Range 8 hr at 1 knot
Duration 6-8 hr
Power 120 V - 29.3 KWH, 24 V - 5.84 KWH
Main propulsion 10 h.p.
Directional thrusters 3 x 70 lb (32 kg)

PISCES

2 IHYCOI

Length 20' (6.1 m)
Breadth 10'6" (3.18 m)
Height 11' (3.35 m)
Weight 12 tons
Crew 2/3
Life support 3 men for 176 hr
Max. depth 3281 f t (1000 m)
Payload 600 lb (278 kg)
Max. speed 2 knots
Range 8 hr at 1 knot
Duration 6-8 hr
Power 120 V.D.C.
Main propulsion 2 side thrusters 5 h.p.
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Great West Indian sea lilies (Cenocrinus asterius) adjacent to the wreck of the Kirk Pride in
730 feet (223 meters) off Georgetown, Grand Cayman.

